
From Mr West— Thankfully the weather has calmed down a 

little this week which has made life much easier, and the children 

have been able to get out more which has made everybody much 

happier! They’ve needed a break, as the amount of activity inside 

each classroom has been incredible! This week we have been 

invaded by Vikings, Class One have been finding stolen treasure, 

Class Five have been pretending to be archaeologists and  that’s 

just the start! Next week we look forward to a packed week 

including National Storytelling Week, a Design Technology Day, a 

class assembly and more. All details can be found on this 

newsletter! 

Viking Day 

Anyone coming to school on Monday might have had a shock as 
the school had been invaded by a pair of vicious Vikings!  

Class 3 and 4 had a 
fantastic day on 
Monday as the 
Vikings came to 
Oxspring. The Vikings 
introduced 
themselves and told 
us what jobs they 
had to do as Vikings. 
Then, we all went to 
the hall and we 
pretended to be in a 

Viking Long House. After that, We lined up and practised our 
Viking shield formations and looked at different types of Viking 
weaponry. Our favourite part of the day was playing the Viking 
board games. By Sonny and Eddie 

Thank you to the PTA for making a donation towards this 
experience. I know the children absolutely loved the day, it really 
brought history to life. 

Design Technology Day 

On Wednesday we shall 
be holding our third 
Design Technology Day. 
This will be a fabulous 
opportunity for the 
children to become 
designers, engineers and constructors for the day. Each class will 
be undertaking a different topic based project. Can you help the 
classes with the following objects? 

Class 3—Fabric that is suitable for making Viking ship sails. 

Class 5  - plastic tubing,  any spare funnels (!)  - we will be making 
an Egyptian style irrigation system. 

Thank you for your help! 

 

  

EXCELLENT LEARNERS AND HOT SHOT 

WRITERS 

Meet our excellent learners who should be very proud of their 

achievements. The teachers  choose one child for showing a positive 

attitude towards learning in any aspect of the curriculum, as  well as a 

second child for being a ‘hot shot writer’ (HSW). The HSW award goes to 

children who have shown excellent effort and progress in their writing, 

along with an impressive application of writing skills. 

Class 1:  Lilah M—For her 

fantastic counting in 2’s 

Evelyn M—For using her phonic 

skills well when writing. (HSW) 

Class 2:   Reece M —For 

resilience in his maths work. 

Elise S—For fabulous detail in her story about Katie Morag. (HSW) 

Class 3:  Ryan C—For making massive improvements in his writing. 

(HSW) 

Brook K—For great enthusiasm towards reading in home and at 

school. 

Class 4:  Eliot H—For her beautifully descriptive Viking Story (HSW) 

Daisy H—For her excellent use of pencil shades in art. 

Class 5:  Jessica B  - For such a wonderful attitude to her work and 

school in general. 

Jake A— For always achieving an extremely high standard of 

writing.  

 

National Storytelling 

Week 

Next week is National 
Storytelling Week—so a 
reminder about the events 
that are happening in school.  

We are holding a “Stories, 
Supper and Snuggles” night on Tuesday at  6:00pm, especially for 
our children from Reception to Y3. On Wednesday morning we 
shall “Start the day with a story” in the hall from 8:15am for all 
ages. Full details were on the letter that was sent earlier in the 
week.  

In addition to this, there will be other events and storytelling 
opportunities for the children in each class, including a travelling 
story which will eventually be written by each class! We can’t wait 
to find out how that turns out!! 
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ROVING REPORTERS  

Class 1  -Class 1 has had a super fun week let us tell 

you all about their great times. Year ones have learnt how to count 
to 40. Some treasure had been stolen by villains. Class 1 had to 
recover the treasure from the playground and count it. It turns out 
they got all the coins. In the superhero den, they played a 
superhero game and had to count spaces. They also counted 
jewels and organised them into piles. Class 1 have been writing 
about Nat Fantastic, the story they have been reading about, to 
share with the class. The years 1’s have drawn comic strips about 
superheroes. They were learning about the 5 senses. They have 
already covered touch and sight. Outside they completed an 
obstacle course. They did it with their sight and then without their 
sight. Don’t worry,  they had a partner to help them through. They 
also learned that the black dot in your eye is the pupil and the 
colour bit is the iris. (By Hana and Ava)   

Class 2  - In class 2 they have being doing some dividing and 

including times which sounds pretty challenging when you think 
about it. Also in P.E Class 2 used the huge apparatus and used all 
sorts of amazing  skills. Then in English they wrote a story about 
Katie Morag and were working really hard with their capital letters. 
After that they did some fantastic art work and were very careful 

using there pencil work. Finally in SPAG they used conjunctions. 
(By Hugo and James) 

Class 3  In Class 3 they were recognizing and converting  pounds 

and pence in maths. In literacy, they have been writing an opening 
on how to catch a dragon. On that note, they have been painting 
pictures of dragons with watercolours. During science they have 
been experimenting with different liquid’s effects on teeth using 
eggs.  (By Lauren and Macen) 

Class 4  -  This week, for their literacy, Class 4 have been writing 

fact files about Vikings. Also, they have been learning about 
relative clauses. In maths, they have been learning about types of 
fractions. For their art work they have learnt different pencil 
techniques. As well as that, interestingly, the class have been 
doing exercising and dancing. (By Thomas and Pearl)  

Class 5  -  In literacy, we have done autobiographies about being 

Howard Carter and finding the tomb of Tutankhamun. During 

maths lessons, Class 5 have been learning about 24 and 12 hour 

times. In our topic work, we have been completing H.O.T. sheets 

about Tutankhamun. We have been using our bodies to do Sports 

day style activities in PE. We did things like the long jump and 

throwing a bean bag as far as we could. In art, we have been 

colouring 4 drawings of Tutankhamun, one of which had to been 

the normal colours, the others completely random with the same 

colour scheme. (By George  and Mediya) 

Class Assembly—Thursday 1st February 

We would like to invite you to come to our first class assembly of 

the year. This will be on Thursday 1st February at 3:00pm.  This  

week, Class 5 will be sharing the work that they have been doing. 

Come and see the artwork, hear some of the writing and marvel at 

their knowledge about Ancient Egypt! See you there! 

Attendance 

This week,  our attendance figures are: 

Class 1 81% 

Class 2 97.3% 

Class 3 94% 

Class 4 96.3% 

Class 5 93% 

Well done to Class 2!  

Parking 

A resident of Sheffield Road has asked me to remind parents who 

drop off and pick up their children up by car to avoid blocking 

driveways or obscuring visibility for those residents who need to 

leave or access their properties at the busy  times at the start and 

the end of the day. Also please ensure children do not run across 

driveways without looking. Thank you for your help and 

cooperation with this.  

Fit Friday 

Banish those winter blues by joining us in our disco inferno on 

Friday morning. Get those dancing shoes on and join us from 

8:15am. 

Coding Club 

Our mission to improve our computing 

provision in school is starting to have 

tangible results— thanks to extremely 

generous donation of a set of Microbit 

computers, some of our KS2 children spent 

Monday evening learning how to program 

them with instant success! We are very 

excited about where this will lead. A huge 

thank you to Mrs Mahoney for the microbits, and also to Mr Kelly 

and Mrs Stewart for giving their time and expertise to help run the 

club.   

Computing  - Making IT happen.. 

We are absolutely overwhelmed to have received an incredible 

donation of £500 towards improving our computing provision in 

school. This will make 

another huge difference to 

the opportunities we can 

provide for your children. So 

I would like to extend a 

massive and heartfelt thank 

you to the generous people 

at  Peak Indicators Ltd for their donation, and also to Jo Jackson 

who has made this happen. We are absolutely blown away by your 

generosity.  

And finally….. 

On behalf of all the staff and governors at Oxspring Primary 

School, may I take this opportunity to thank you all for your 

continued support, and wish you a very happy and safe weekend. 
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